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The Harmonious Sequence of Tones Is Important
Actually it is not so important what kind of music you listen to, be it classical
music, classic-rock, country, folk music or pop songs, but important is the
sequence of tones, what the rhythm is like. Music must serve a purpose, it
need not please you, but it must first do good to your body, your spirit, your
mind, it must do good to your soul. And for that reason it must consist of
a sequence of tones that is harmoniously adapted to your nature. But techno,
for example, totally opposes your nature, totally opposes your nerves and
your heartbeat. Good music has an harmonious sequence of tones and
melody, as GOD intended it to be. Today, this ideal music can be found
especially in the so called classical music, which is unfortunately rejected
by many, only because they do not know it.

Good Music Has Healing Effects
Music that brings you to convulsions or to a screaming ecstasy is from below.
But music that gives you an impulse to above, through all sorts of gifts and
talents, is always given by GOD. Good music, blessed by GOD, has healing
effects. Get this music and you will have it in your heart. Amen!

Be blessed by GOD TRINITY,
the 9 FATHER and the 9 SON
and the 9 HOLY GHOST. Amen!
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Music, a Gift from GOD

My beloved, so many people do not make use of an enormous gift
of Heaven  music. For that reason, they dry up within their soul.
Good music lifts up your heart. You may be broken physically and
psychically, a good music can heal you. There are surely moments
you need silence, but you will see, music will seize you slowly and lift
up your heart. As a young boy I had a dreadful dryness and I was
hardly able to keep the daily prayers. So I turned on music every day
at the evening prayers and I prayed with this support which was very
helpful to me. This grace of music is so great, so recommendable,
Satan also knows that. He catches millions of young people by his
music, mainly by that kind of music, in which the drums have an effect
on the cardiac rhythm. This paralyses man and puts him into a trance.
Your heart and soul are drawn to the world by it, whether you realize
it or not. The devil is still the prince of this world.
My beloved, I do not tell you this because I like classical music, but
because I learnt it from GOD. I understand everybody who has got
involved into it unknowingly or has even become addicted to it. I see
the net cast over these people.  I repeat: this modern music leads
you only to the world, taking you away from GOD! It is charity to hear
the news in order to know what happens to mankind all over the
world, to learn about their suffering, about their distress, but everything
else you get offered abundantly, such as filthy trash, indecencies and
bad music, draw you away from GOD! I can tell you, that way Satans
smoke streams into every house. The Angels flee  they do not bear
it.

Harmonious Music Is Very Healthy

Youth Will Accuse of Seduction

Harmonious music is not only a pleasure, but also a medicine. It calms
down, builds up, elevates and encourages, it even brings about combativeness for the good. It is very good for the heart, for the nerves, for the
mind. Just as a hearty laugh is a good medicine, so it is with music. (There
exists also a sardonic, diabolic laugh, which has no good effect.) Take a
fine plant and play aggressive hard rock for some time beside it. You will
see it dying. (However, pay attention, there are certain plants that like
hard rock and thrive on it. It is very interesting that these are generally
toxic plants.)  Observe it at a farmers. When he lets the cows hear classical music, they will produce more milk. When he lets them hear hard
rock, they will produce less milk.  Or when you are sad or downhearted,
listen to impressive music, Which will give you a fresh heart and encourage
you, and you will feel better again. The SAVIOUR quite often tells me to
listen to music, especially when I go through very hard times.

Sometimes youth reproaches us adults that we do not understand their
music. But I tell them: You do not understand our music! One must
make out: what is absurd and what is classical; it is the same with clothes
and ones behaviour. Am I a classical, fine person or am I an absurd and
aggressive fellow? Tell me what kind of music you listen to and I will tell
you who you are. Show yourself in the clothes you like wearing and I tell
you, whose child you are. Do you want to walk about as it is projected
especially in hard rock? Do you want to look like a Devil, black and ugly,
with horns and the like?  Youth just does not notice that they are being
seduced. Look, there are girls and boys who constantly listen to hard rock
and the like, as a result they are very aggressive and then again they sing
songs about JESUS with whole their heart.

Dissonance

I just do not understand that youth cheers every babbler who lets out his
frustration. Those musicians are usually people who are themselves in a
mess and so shriek out this frustration in their music. And since young
people are often frustrated themselves, they cheer them because they feel
the same thing in it. But they could cheer themselves, since they feel just
the same frustration. If you cheer and applaud a singer who cannot even
sing, who is simply shrieking, then bear in mind that they acclaimed Hitler
too. He also shrieked. All this is already acclaiming a dictator on a small
scale.

The monkey of GOD, however, the old serpent, who is himself lie, twists
all that is good and beautiful, which GOD has put into creation, and
leads the world astray and rapes it by his lies and discord. His music
is totally contrary to the harmony created by GOD. It is neither melodious
nor beautiful, disturbs the heart rhythm severely and tears the nerves into
pieces. It is mostly made up of crazy, hysteric cries. It tenses man up and
arouses fanaticism in him, as you can see very well e.g. with techno and
certain hard-rock. It deprives man of his personality, makes him an insecure
mass man. That is one thing. Further there exists music that is charged
demoniacally by a black magician. Many sound carriers are marked with
magic signs as e.g. the magic eye or the so-called peace sign. One cannot
blame the youngsters for it, they do not know. They use and carry such
things very proudly not knowing that they give the Devil power and permission to influence them. Even horrible prayers to Satan, most hideous
curses against GOD are woven in this music so cunningly and subliminally,
that one does not or hardly perceive it. They often sing along with it without
understanding the text, e.g.: Satan, our great hero! Another trap is that
the young people venerate and idolise these singers in a blind fanaticism.
 If only they would venerate GOD in the same way.

Frustration

Aggressiveness
Aggression mostly comes out of sound carriers pictured with metal Devils,
aliens, robots and the like. This aggression passes on to you when you
listen to it.  When you, young people, want to be aggressive, so be aggressive against evil! Not against your parents, who you suppose to be
ignorant, but who mean well somehow. Be aggressive against what damages you, what leads you into hell.  You will perish! You become aggressive!
Listening to such aggressive music, you will be damaged, not your parents
or those who do not listen to such music.

